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Tuesday, January 18th. I got in late this morning because of giving a talk at Ann's school. And 

the President was well launched on his morning program by then. I didn't see him until about 

2:00. In the meantime I had a long session with Flanigan on the Connally-President meeting 

yesterday regarding Flanigan's role on the Council of International Economic Policy. Pete feels 

that it's impossible for him to take the job under the conditions the President has set up in terms 

of the franchise he's given Connally, and feels really there's no need for the council at all, under 

that kind of a setup. I tend to agree with him, as I said yesterday in the meeting with the 

President and Connally, but urged that Pete have a talk with Connally first and then with the 

President to see what we could work out. I have a feeling that it won't work out and that Pete's 

probably right in avoiding it. 

 

Then I met with the Attorney General, about the Kissinger-Rogers problem, brought him up to 

date on a flap from over the weekend as a result of Henry's directive to Bill. We agreed that we 

have to change Rogers's view that the NSC is for policy only and not for operations, and that we 

have to deal with the point that Al Haig raises of Rogers's fundamental misconception that if 

some matter is in the NSC and the SRG then it's Kissinger's responsibility. Otherwise everything 

else is State's, and therefore, they cut out State's preserve, and they misconstrue the whole 

purpose of the NSC system. We had Henry and Haig join us to lay down the rules to them after 

Mitchell and I agreed that the only way to solve this was a memorandum from the President to 

both Rogers and Kissinger that would both repeat the Kissinger directive, at least the contents of 

it, but in better form. And would instruct Kissinger that that would go to Rogers, and then 

instruct Kissinger to keep Rogers filled in at the President's direction. Henry went through a 

recitation of his problems again. 
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The fact of the other meetings with Rabin and that we’ve still not been informed about the aide 

memoir that they gave Rabin on Friday. The fact that they're haggling on planes still on Monday. 

And that Sisco's gradually retreating to the President's position, but he's always tying it to 

negotiations. That we still don't have minutes of the Friday meeting. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

We did get notice yesterday that there was one. But we still have not been told that there was a 

meeting yesterday, and we have had no advance notice of any of the meetings. Henry reaffirmed 

his position that he's made the final decision that he will not leave because he cannot for the sake 

of the country, and therefore we need not do our planning on the basis of any necessity of 

keeping him aboard. Henry feels that we can't keep Rogers informed, because if he knows that at 

the beginning of the negotiation what it is we're going to do, he'll do what we did, what he did to 

Rush at, on Berlin at the end, which was to fly-spec them to death. He cited a whole list of 

horrors, like the fact that Rogers wouldn't give us his UN speech until three minutes before he 

delivered it, although Bush had one 24 hours ahead. Feels that Rogers shouldn't be allowed to 

create a situation where it's Rogers versus Kissinger, that Kissinger speaks for the President and 

he's not on his own, and the President can't be put in the position of arbitrating between Rogers 

and Kissinger. 

 

Henry revised his position on the European Security Conference and said that we, he now, it isn't 

a problem of his not being able to get the State study on it, but rather that he's set up a task force 

chaired by State, and Rogers refuses to go along with it on the ground that the conference is his 
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sole territory, and he says it's a humiliation to him to accept a directive to work with a group. 

Although he will work it out informally, which won't work. 

 

Henry feels the real danger is that Rogers will mischievously wreck the whole thing, and that 

we've got to get him under adequate control to avoid this. Upshot of that meeting was that he 

agreed that we should send the memo, and Mitchell asked me to draft one, which I did, but 

taking a different approach as I got into it, of sending the same memo to Rogers and Kissinger 

directing both of them to keep the President fully informed. And thus, eliminating the problem 

Kissinger was worried about of a separate directive to Kissinger to keep Rogers informed, which 

was, is a bad position to put him in. 

 

I went over this with the President. He agreed with the concept of sending the memo, dictated a 

lot of additional language that I later reviewed with Kissinger and Mitchell, and both felt should 

not be used. He wanted to add such things as saying: I'm very much aware of the problems that 

arise, but this year, the most important thing is the success of the foreign policy initiatives that 

will live long after we do. It's difficult enough because of the tightrope we have to walk, but 

working together we will succeed. Otherwise, we will fail. It's necessary for all of us to consult 

closely with each other, and it's imperative that I be informed. I cannot and don't want to become 

involved in matters that are not of importance. But on three major issues, China, Russia, and 

Middle East, I want to be totally and completely informed at all times, so I've asked Haldeman to 

set up a procedure under this where I want to see all of the advance notice, and so on. I will keep 

both of you informed of whatever activities I may undertake independently, but I anticipate none 

at this time. The only winner from our failure to work together would be our enemies both at 

home and abroad. I hope we can all subordinate our personal considerations for these higher 

goals. Both Henry and Mitchell feel that it's ridiculous for the President to subordinate himself in 
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this fashion. The President raised the question whether we handled Henry toughly, tough enough 

on this. I think we did, but it may be that we didn't, and we've got to consider that. 

 

Then late this afternoon Kissinger and Haig came marching in, after I'd had a long session in the 

President's office on mainly odds and ends and political general discussion. 
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He then used the occasion to go into the whole problem again. It's absolutely astonishing the way 

his main concern is the Alsop column, which attacks him. He doesn't seem to be bothered much 

by the other things. Henry's main concern is the press stuff that attacks him, and he isn't the least 

bit bothered by his own yeoman, who leaked all the Pentagon Papers. So we're back in a 

reasonably bad situation but probably can keep it glued together if nothing more develops. 
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The President called at 6:45 to say Safire had done a fine job on the Vietnam speech. It improved 

on the President's outline, got it done on time, and he was really pleased. He says he's finished 

with the State of the Union. He’ll get a final copy from Ray at noon tomorrow. 

 

At the President's instruction, I talked to Price this morning about the Connally and Buchanan 

political strategy. Ray feels that none of that indicates any change in the State of the Union that 

they're right about the need for an enemy, but it should be later, but if you heat up too much too 

soon, people will get sick of it. He says the State of the Union isn't a fighting speech now. It 

plays against the political mood today, and he thinks it's a good posture to be in. It's better to 

make the others the self-seeking squabblers now. It should make a contrast to the opposition, and 

then start hitting later, but not waste it now. Lay the base for it, and then hit later. He thinks that 

Connally's thesis is partly valid and partly not, but in any event feels the combative mood set 

now would be bad, because it can't be maintained for eight months. That we should build our 

credibility now for an attack later. Our weaknesses are our credibility and political image and 

just general suspicion of government and other institutions, so the time for attack, crisis, battle, 

etcetera, is further down the road. 

 

End of January 18th. 


